Unitary similarity transformations furnish a powerful vehicle for generating in nite generic classes of signal analysis and processing tools based on concepts di erent from time, frequency, and scale. Implementation of these new tools involves simply preprocessing the signal by a unitary transformation, performing standard processing techniques on the transformed signal, and then (in some cases) transforming the resulting output. The resulting unitarily equivalent systems focus on the critical signal characteristics in large classes of signals and, hence, prove useful for representing and processing signals that are not well matched by current techniques. As speci c examples of this procedure, we generalize linear time-invariant systems, orthonormal basis and frame decompositions, and joint time-frequency and time-scale distributions, illustrating the utility of the unitary equivalence concept for uniting seemingly disparate approaches proposed in the literature.
Introduction
The time and frequency coordinate systems play such a fundamental role in signal analysis and processing that it is virtually impossible to consider the subject of signal processing without them. Aside from their central conceptual function, a vast body of e ective, robust, and e cient signal processing algorithms have been developed within these frameworks. The Fourier transform, for example, is precisely the mapping between the time and frequency domains or coordinate systems.
Nonetheless, for many types of signals in important applications, standard tools have proven inadequate. The Fourier transform, to continue the example, does not explicitly indicate how the spectral components of a signal change over time, which is essential in applications such as speech, radar, sonar, biological, and transient signal analysis 1, 2] . Hence, joint representations based simultaneously on both time and frequency have been created, including the narrowband ambiguity function, the windowed short-time Fourier transform, the Gabor 3] and Wilson 4] orthonormal bases and frames, and the spectrogram and its generalization, Cohen's class of bilinear time-frequency distributions 1].
In turn, however, the constant time-frequency resolution analysis e ected by time-frequency representations has proven unsuitable for the wideband signals appearing in applications such as image processing and wideband Doppler signal processing. For these types of signals, proportional-bandwidth analysis tools based on the concept of \scale" have been developed, including the Mellin transform 5]; the joint time-scale wavelet transform and wavelet orthonormal bases and frames 3]; and bilinear wavelet generalizations such as the Altes-Marinovich distribution 6, 7] , the a ne Wigner distributions of the Bertrands 8{10], the a ne class 11, 12] , the time-frequency-scale classes of Cohen 13] , and the hyperbolic and power classes of Papandreou, Hlawatsch, and Boudreaux- Bartels 14, 15] . A further generalization of the time-frequency and time-scale techniques well adapted to studying chirping signals has been provided by the chirplet/metaplectic transform framework, studied by Mann and Haykin 16, 17] and Baraniuk and Jones 18, 19] .
While tools such as the Fourier transform, the short-time Fourier transform, the wavelet transform, and the bilinear time-frequency and time-scale classes are natural for many signals, there still exist large classes of signals (frequency modulated and dispersed signals are two examples) for which neither a time-frequency nor time-scale analysis is appropriate. These types of signals demand new, better matched analysis and processing tools.
Historically, new signal processing tools have been developed in a piecemeal fashion, with a new tool being created for each new signal class of interest. We do not take this approach here. Rather, ?! U ?! P ?! V ?! Figure 1 : The prototype unitarily equivalent system: P represents a traditional analysis/processing system, while U and V are unitary transformations.
in this paper we present a theory for designing in nite generic classes of signal analysis and processing systems based on alternative coordinate systems. The bene ts of the theory are two-fold: rst, it allows the almost trivial development of many new processing schemes tailored to certain signal characteristics, and second it allows the use of well-understood, robust, and e cient classical algorithms in the new context.
Our approach is based on a special family of \basis changing" operators | the unitary transformations | which convert traditional systems into new systems with di erent properties. Figure 1 illustrates the general scheme: an arbitrary conventional processing system P (linear lter, adaptive lter, spectral estimator, detector, time-frequency or time-scale representation, etc.) is cradled between two unitary transformations U and V. As we will see, the unitary transformations change the fundamental coordinate system of the processor P, mapping familiar concepts such as time and frequency to new concepts more natural for the analysis and processing of certain types of signals. 1 As a simple example of the procedure we will develop, consider the recovery of a harmonic signal with slowly time-varying frequencies in a noisy environment, as might arise in the acoustic emissions of rotating machinery in the presence of Doppler shift, or in the removal of background noise from a musical solo. Given the signal s(x) = h m(x)] + n 1 (x);
h(x) = X k a k e j2 kf 0 x ; (1) with m a smooth, monotonic function and n 1 a noise realization, we wish to recover the harmonic component h. Clearly, this signal is instantaneously narrowband around each harmonic and therefore calls for a set of narrow bandwidth lters; however, time-invariant lters would have to include the entire modulation bandwidth. Time-frequency ltering methods 22{24] could be applied, but they are usually computationally expensive and moreover are not fully characterized in terms of their statistical performance. Demodulation methods are likewise unattractive for this application, because they do not preserve the scaling relationship of the harmonics. An alternative solution more suitable for such 1 This paper is certainly not the rst to propose a processing scheme like that in Fig. 1 . Particular unitary transformations have a long history in signal processing and have been used to great advantage in a number of applications, including transform coding 20], transform domain adaptive ltering 21], and demodulation. However, the theory developed in this paper both unites these speci c approaches and generalizes readily to other applications. containing the derivative of w is employed to preserve the energy in the signal at the output of U. With respect to the warped time axis, the component h is once again harmonic, and a simple linear time-invariant lter P designed to pass all multiples of the frequency f 0 , such as a comb lter, can be applied to remove most of the noise (under the \slowly varying assumption" on m, the derivative weighting is approximately constant). An inverse warping V = U ?1 takes the denoised signal back to the normal time domain if desired. Figure 2 illustrates the results of a numerical simulation of the system U ?1 P U, for a sawtooth wave h and a sinusoidally varying warp m. 2 While perhaps somewhat simplistic, this example illustrates the central features of the proposed approach. The key point is that often the application of a simple transformation or a change of basis can turn a di cult, expensive problem into an easy one that can be solved using standard methods. A rst interpretation of the example suggests that the operator U allowed us to apply traditional timeinvariant processing techniques to a signal that otherwise would have required much more complicated 2 In the process of mapping n1 in (1) to n2 in (2) , note that U changes the statistics of the additive noise. Fortunately, however, if n1 is white, then n2 is white also. time-frequency ltering. A second, dual, interpretation suggests that the operator converted the xed comb lter | a traditional and well understood signal processing tool | into a new tool well suited to dealing with time-varying frequencies of a certain type. In both interpretations, the operator U provides the key link. This paper is organized as follows. In the following section, after a brief discussion of operator representations of physical concepts, we introduce the concept of unitary equivalence, which is based on the cascade of systems shown in Fig. 1 . The bulk of the paper comprises three sections, each pertaining to a major application of unitary equivalence: linear time-invariant systems in Section 3, orthonormal basis and frame decompositions in Section 4, and joint time-frequency and time-scale distributions in Section 5. A discussion and conclusion appear in the nal section. In order to maintain a manageable scope in this paper, we focus on the power of the unitary equivalence concept for generalizing existing signal processing tools and for uniting seemingly disparate approaches proposed in the literature. Thus, we will not address extensively the important question of choosing the basis transformation most appropriate for a given data set.
Unitary Equivalence

Preliminaries on operators
The foundation of the unitary equivalence principle rests on three classes of operators: parameterized unitary and Hermetian operators representing physical quantities, unitary signal transforms acting as density functions for physical quantities, and unitary coordinate transformations.
For the rst class, we follow the approach of Gabor 25] , Ville 26] , and Cohen 1, 13] While all results in this paper can be derived rigorously within the con nes of L 2 (or indeed within an arbitrary Hilbert space), we will nd it useful to also consider non-square-integrable functions such as the Dirac delta (x) and the exponential e j2 fx . 4 A unitary operator U is a linear transformation from one Hilbert space onto another that preserves energy; that is, j jUgj j (4) The Hermetian representations of time, frequency, and a quantity we will term logarithmic modulation (for reasons to be explained later) are de ned as 1, 10, 13] Time:
Log modulation:
We will use script letters to denote unitary operators (as in (4)) and normal capital letters to denote Hermetian operators (as in (5)).
While the unitary and Hermetian representations of time, frequency, and scale appear very di erent, they are in fact equivalent. In particular, Stone's theorem 27 
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In an abuse of notation, we retain the indices of the functions inside the inner product symbol to indicate the variable of integration. (12) suggests that F A measures the \A" content of the signal s 13 , 29{31]. Covariance by translation in (12) corresponds to only one of a range of possible covariances for an arbitrary operator pair A;A. However, for other covariances (a 7 ! a= , for example), only the details change, and not the interpretation of FA as the A{content measuring transform. Since with our de nitions of time, frequency, and scale all covariances turn out to be additive, we will emphasize only this special case in this paper. For further information on the general case, see 30, 31] .
with the requirement that the \rows" and \columns" of the integration kernel K U (x; v) must both form complete orthonormal sets for L When the operator A represents some physical quantity, the unitarily equivalent operators U ?1 A U represent an in nite spectrum of di erent physical quantities, each corresponding to a particular choice of transformation U.
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The re-occurring theme of this paper is the application of unitary preprocessing transformations to conventional signal analysis and processing systems P to create new systems PU based on alternative 7 A group theoretic interpretation of unitary equivalence in the context of signal processing is given in 30,31]. (20) the relations between these four operators can be summarized in the following diagram: The balance of this paper studies the equivalence classes of unitarily equivalent signal processing tools spawned by various choices for the system P and the unitary preprocessing transformation U. We will nd the unitary equivalence concept very useful for generalizing the concepts of time, frequency, and scale, mapping them to new concepts that can better match certain classes of signals to be analyzed or processed.
Unitary Equivalence and Linear Time-Invariant Systems
Linear time-invariant (LTI) systems provide a simple setting in which to illustrate the primary e ects of unitary coordinate transformations. An LTI system can be interpreted as computing an inner product of the input signal s with a reversed and time shifted version of the impulse response function g; that is, (Ps)(t) = hs; T t g r i = Z s(x) g (t ? x) dx; (24) with g r (x) = g(?x). Time and frequency are the fundamental quantities for LTI systems. Covariance of P to time shifts (the de ning property of an LTI system) follows from the isometry of T, since (PT k s)(t) = hT k s; T t g r i = hs; T ?k T t g r i = hs; T t?k g r i = (T k Ps)(t) = (Ps)(t ? k): (25) The expansion F onto the eigenfunctions of T and P (since T and P commute, they share a common set of eigenfunctions) measures frequency content.
As anticipated in (20) , the application of a unitary preprocessing transformation U to the input of an LTI system P maps the concepts of time and frequency to the concepts associated with the new operators e T = U ?1 T U and e F = U ?1 F U. (26) Moreover, a simple calculation similar to (25) demonstrates that the system PU is covariant by translation not to T but to e T ; that is,
(PU e T k s)(t) = (PUs)(t ? k): (27) Thus, unitary preprocessing creates a e T {\invariant" system from a T {\invariant" one. 
The operator D, the Hermetian scale operator, corresponds to the \logarithmic time" operator
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Strictly speaking, (28) is inaccurate in terms of dimensional analysis: The index x in the exponentials of (28) must be dimensionless, yet the function s expects an index with units of seconds. Correct notation for such an expression would involve factors of the form e x=x 0 x0, where x0 is some arbitrary reference time. We will adopt a more cavalier (but much cleaner) notation in the development that follows by suppressing these normalization factors.
The scale-invariant transform, F D = F U log , coincides with the Mellin transform on L 2 (IR + ), as discussed in the previous section. This transform was named the \scale transform" by Cohen in 13], but it must be emphasized that its invariance to scale changes prohibits it from measuring scale content in signals. The scale-covariant signal transform, which does measure scale content, is given by F D = U log 28{31]. 9 An example of warping an LTI comb lter to match and denoise a warped version h m(x)] of a harmonic signal h(x) was sketched in the Introduction (see (1), (2) . We choose the wavelet, Gabor, and Wilson orthonormal bases to illustrate the procedure; analogous constructions hold for biorthogonal bases and nonorthogonal frames 3]. Since time, frequency, and scale form the foundation for these bases, their unitarily equivalent counterparts utilize transformed time, frequency, and scale. It has been recently demonstrated that regularity (roughly, smoothness) plays an important role in basis expansions, since the degree of regularity controls the extent to which errors in the basis expansion coe cients propagate into the resulting signal expansion (33) 38]. While results for arbitrary unitary transformations have thus far eluded us, we demonstrate in Appendix A that for a large class of frequency axis warping operators, the degree of regularity of a warped basis matches or exceeds that of the original basis. 5. U{distributions CU whose kernels satisfy the constraint C ( ; 0) = C (0; ) = 1 8 ; possess marginal distributions that measure the e T and e F content of the time signal s (see (22) and (23) 
In Cohen's class, the choice of TFD | and thus the kernel function C | is in many cases critical for accurately representing the time-varying frequency content of a signal. Therefore, optimal-kernel TFDs that automatically select the \best" kernel function for a given signal have been developed 44, 45] .
Since the Cohen's class TFD C and the U{Cohen's class distribution CU share exactly the same kernel function C , kernel design, and optimal kernel design in particular, proceeds in exactly the same fashion in a U-Cohen's class as in Cohen's class. The sole di erence is that kernels favoring signals resembling the time and frequency eigenfunctions in Cohen's class will now favor signals resembling the transformed eigenfunctions. Kernel constraints yielding desirable U{Cohen's class properties can be determined simply by warping the properties back to Cohen's class with the operator U ?1 .
Examples
Each choice of unitary transformation U results in a U{Cohen's class with radically di erent properties. Scale and logarithmic modulation. As we saw in Section 3, the time-domain logarithmic warping operator (28) 
VU{Cohen's Classes
Up to this point, we have concentrated exclusively on unitary preprocessing transformations; however, postprocessing transformations also merit consideration. Postprocessing by the two-dimensional Fourier transform, for example, maps U{Cohen's class distributions between the \energy" and \correlative" domains | the former containing U{Wigner-like distributions and the latter containing U{AF-like distributions 2]. We de ne the VU{Cohen's class as the set of bilinear functionals VCU, where C is a Cohen's class TFD, U is a unitary preprocessing signal transformation, and V :
) is a unitary postprocessing transformation de ned on the e T -e F plane. In this section, we will use V to implement the action of U ?1 on the e T -e F plane, warping the ( e t; e f) axes of U{Cohen's class distributions to new axes (p; q) providing correct time-frequency localization. While these VU{Cohen's class distributions measure time-frequency content in signals, their underlying fundamental operators remain e T and e F.
Our procedure for inverting the e ect of U is best interpreted graphically on the e T -e F plane. A U{Cohen's class distribution CU maps the time eigenfunction e T p (x) = (x ? p) localized at time p and the frequency eigenfunction e F q (x) = e j2 qx localized at frequency q to distributions localized on curves in the ( e t; e f) plane. The equations of these curves can be obtained from the U{Cohen's class analogue of the time-frequency concepts of group delay and instantaneous frequency. Preprocessing the usual 
If V reparameterizes the axes of the ( e t; e f) plane in terms of these curves, then e T p and e F q will be localized along straight lines at time p and frequency q, and correct time-frequency localization will result, albeit with nonuniform resolution. The requisite reparameterization is (VCUs) (p; q) def = (CUs) ( (p; q); (p; q)):
The prescription for computing the functions (p; q) and (p; q) is given in Appendix B; since they are nonlinear in general, they have the e ect of warping the geometry of the time-frequency plane. Other properties of a VU{Cohen's class are also summarized in Appendix B.
To illustrate the coordinate warping procedure, we continue the second example from the previous section. For the preprocessing F ?1 U log F which produced the prehyperbolic class of hyperbolic time and scale distributions, the formulas of Appendix B yield the V transformations (p; q) = pq; (p; q) = log q:
Applying this V to the CF ?1 U log F{Cohen's class results in the hyperbolic class of TFDs 14] , which includes the frequency-domain Q TFD of Altes 6] . The hyperbolic geometry of the warping V is evident in the VU{Wigner distribution (Q TFD) of the sum of two hyperbolic chirp functions given in Fig. 6(a) . we characterize a class of prewarping operators U yielding VU{Cohen's classes that localize along a large class of group delay or instantaneous frequency characteristics. (16)), while the a ne class is based on nonorthogonal concepts (see (17) ). The nonorthogonality of the a ne class manifests itself, for example, in the \coupling" of the scale change d into both arguments in the covariance formula (60).
U{a ne classes
Conclusions
Unitary equivalence provides a simple means of developing an in nite number of new signal analysis and processing tools tailored to di erent classes of signals or systems. The bene ts of this general approach are twofold. First, it provides a general theoretical framework for deriving new tools with desired properties, instead of the piecemeal approach adopted in the past. Second, because the new tools can all be implemented by applying standard algorithms to a preprocessed signal, e cient, robust, and wellunderstood implementations are immediately available. Perhaps surprisingly, signal processing tools with characteristics very di erent from known methods often result from very simple transformations.
We started this paper with the observation that only signal analysis and processing tools that are matched to the signal can provide maximum performance. Our development of the unitary equivalence principle elicits a two-step approach to matching systems to signals: rst, generalize current tools by introducing extra degrees of freedom; then, within each class of generalized tools, select the one tool best suited to the given data. Clearly, we have emphasized only the rst step of this procedure; determining the unitary transform that achieves the desired goal remains the most challenging part of the problem. Techniques for automatically optimizing the preprocessing are currently under investigation and could lead to substantial bene ts in many applications. Nevertheless, the unitary equivalence principle has already proven its worth as a generalizing and unifying tool, with its application to the fan and chevron bases 32{34], the aforementioned hyperbolic and power classes 6, 14, 15] , new signal transforms 28, 29, 35] , and the relationships between joint distributions of arbitrary variables 30, 31, 49] .
The primary limitation of unitary equivalence is that the e ect of the unitary transformation is distributed evenly on all variables in the system. Thus, while a unitary transformation may result in desirable properties in a new system (scale invariance, for example), it may also result in a loss of some of the desirable properties of the original system (time-shift invariance, for example). We have also dealt exclusively with linear operators in this paper; connections with nonlinear transformation techniques such as homomorphic signal processing 50] could yield new insight into unitary equivalence.
A Regularity of Unitarily Equivalent Bases and Frames
The regularity of a unitarily equivalent basis depends on the regularity of the function Ug. Complete results have not yet been determined, since in general, it is necessary to know both the operator U and the function g before a calculation can be made. However, for a special class of frequency axis warping operators, results follow easily. The following theorem has important implications, for it shows that warped bases can be more regular than the wavelet, Gabor, or Wilson bases from which they are derived. One example is the fan basis set (41) While leaving many of the desirable properties of a U{Cohen's class intact, the postprocessing transformation V has the e ect of changing the geometry of the analysis plane. The salient properties of a VU{Cohen's class can be summarized as follows: 11 
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In this appendix, boldface ; ; p; q represent functions.
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Note that while we write all formulas below in complete generality, considerable simpli cations occur for speci c unitary prewarping operators U, especially for those from the axis warping subclass. (VCUs)(p(p; q); q(p; q)) dp = j(FU s)(q)j 2 :
These integrals can be interpreted as path integrals in the (p; q) plane.
6. A VU{Cohen's class distribution is unitary/regular if its kernel function is allpass/nonzero. (See (67) and Fig. 6(a) for an example with the hyperbolic class.) Gon calv es and Flandrin have studied similar generalized means in the context of the a ne class 51].
Because V warps the geometry of the ( e t; e f) plane, there are important di erences between a U{Cohen's class and a VU{Cohen's class. First, in general, the distribution VCUs does not correspond to a Cohen's class TFD of some preprocessed signal. Second, although VU{Cohen's class TFDs provide correct time-frequency localization of signals, they cannot in general be simultaneously covariant to both time and frequency shifts; if that were the case, then the distribution VCU would also be in Cohen's class. Note, however, that there do exist VU{Cohen's class TFDs covariant to one or the other of these shifts. In particular, VU{TFDs covariant to T or F are characterized by kernels corresponding to Cohen's class TFDs covariant to the inversely transformed operators U T U ?1 or U F U ?1 (note the reversed order of U and U ?1 ).
B.3 Localization and Transform Synthesis
The property of the above-mentioned hyperbolic class of localizing signals on hyperbolic paths in the time-frequency plane can be extended to more general functions. The problem of transform synthesis can be stated as: nd the unitary operator U that results in a VU{Cohen's class that perfectly localizes two types of signals | those whose group delay lies along a curve of the form 1 in the (p; q) plane and those whose instantaneous frequency lies along a curve of the form 2 in the (p; q) plane. When a solution exists to this problem, it can be solved by reversing the procedure of Section B.1; the two paths yield functions ( e f; p) and ( e t; q), which can be integrated to yield functions from which the unitary operator can be deduced. Clearly, a key consideration is the invertibility of the system of equations (63).
The solution is straightforward, however, when U is constrained to be a time or frequency axis warping. In the time domain case, with U of the form (14) , only the instantaneous frequency localization can be adjusted, the group delay localization being xed along lines parallel to the frequency axis. Given a desired, one-to-one instantaneous frequency function 2 (p), the corresponding warping function w for U is given by the inverse of the inde nite integral of 2 ; that is, w = z ?1 ; z(u) = Z 2 (u) du: (73) In the frequency domain case, for operators of the form F ?1 U F with U from (14) , the calculation is identical and yields TFDs that localize along group delays of the form 1 (q).
Two simple examples will illustrate the transform synthesis procedure. A desire to localize signals having hyperbolic instantaneous frequencies would prompt the choice 2 (p) = C p . Integration and inversion of 2 yield the warping function w(x) = e x=C for use in the preprocessing operator U. The resulting U log {Cohen's class contains the scale vs. hyperbolic modulation distributions from Section 5.2.
Alternatively, a desire to localize signals having hyperbolic instantaneous frequencies would prompt the selection of 1 (q) = C q . Integration and inversion of 1 yield the warping function w(x) = e x=C , now for use in the preprocessing operator F ?1 U F. The prehyperbolic class of hyperbolic time and scale distributions results from this preprocessing.
